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Apple kicked off its annual fall product launch on Tuesday where it unveiled
new iPhones, Apple Watches and an iPad, as well as new details about
Apple TV+ and Apple Arcade.

The company debuted a trio of new smartphones, including the $699
iPhone 11, the $999 iPhone 11 Pro and the $1,099 iPhone 11 Pro Max. All
three devices appear similar to their predecessors, but Apple has upgraded
their respective camera systems to allow for wide-angle photos, while
making improvements under the hood that result in a longer battery life and
faster performance than before.

Apple also rolled out the Watch Series 5, which starts at $399 and features
a new always-on display. Even so, the device is able to maintain 18-hour



IPHONE 11
• iPhone 11, 6.1-inch display, faster Face ID 

$699 ($50 cheaper than XR), from $399 (with iPhone 8 Plus trade in) 

• iPhone 11 Pro, 5.8-inch OLED display, triple-lens cameras: telephoto & wide-angle 
$999, (from $599 with iPhone X trade-in) 

• iPhone 11 Pro Max, 6.5-inch OLED display, triple-lens cameras: telephoto & wide-angle 
$1,099, (from $699 with iPhone X trade-in) 

• Pro  & Pro Max have triple-lens cameras including telephoto & ultra-wide-angle (120-
degree fov, 40% more light, 4K resolution, 30-fps video 

• Longer battery life than iPhone XR 

• Faster performance 

• iOS for all phones 6S and newer



APPLE WATCH SERIES 5
• From $399 for GPS, $499 with 4G 

• Always-on display| 

• Compass & international emergency calling 

• Aluminum, ceramic, stainless cases 

• Expanded health & fitness emphasis 

• 18-hours battery life 

• Series 4 discontinued? 

• Still selling Series 3 from $199



IPAD
• New 10.2-inch iPad (replacing 9.7-inch model) 

• Starts at $329 

• Retina display 

• 8-megapixel camera 

• A10 Fusion chip, claim to be 2X faster than top-selling laptop 

• Compatible with Apple smart keyboard & first-gen Apple pencil



APPLE TV+  &  APPLE ARCADE
• Apple’s streaming TV video-subscription service 

$4.99 per month for family 

• One-year free with purchase of new phone, iPad, Mac, Apple TV 

• Apple Arcade is a gaming subscription service  
$4.99 per month for family 

•


